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Our story’s a bit complicated, so please bear with me!
...and stop me if you have a question!
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Matter & Energy

Dramatis Personae

• After many decades of experimentation with subatomic particles, we now
know what everything is made of...

Baryons & antibaryons :
p = uud & p = uud
Λ = uds & Λ = uds
...
Mesons :
K 0 = ds & K 0 = ds
0

0

B = db & B = db
B+ = ub & B− = ub
...
Leptons : e∓, µ∓, τ∓, ν’s

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Matter & Energy

Dramatis Personae
“Imperfect mirror”

• After many decades of experimentation with subatomic particles, we now
know what everything is made of...

Baryons & antibaryons :

Anti

Anti
p = uud & p = uud

Λ = uds & Λ = uds
...
Mesons :

Anti

K 0 = ds & K 0 = ds
0

0

B = db & B = db

B+ = ub & B− = ub
...
∓, ν’s
Leptons : e∓, µ∓, τAntimatter

• And, don’t forget: antimatter and matter
annihilate on contact

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Our story begins with...

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Antimatter!

[photo credits:
Nobelprize.org]

• Introduced by Dirac in 1928
-

Dirac equation (QM + relativity)
described positrons in addition to electrons

-

positron discovered by Anderson in 1932

-

now well established that

Paul A. M. Dirac

Carl Anderson

antiproton discovered by Chamberlain & Segrè
in 1955
o all charged particles (and many types of neutrals)

Owen Chamberlain

have antiparticles, of opposite electric charge

o Big Bang produced exactly equal amounts of matter

and antimatter

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Antimatter!
o Big Bang produced exactly equal amounts of matter

and antimatter – a puzzle!

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Baryon Asymmetry
o Big Bang produced exactly equal amounts of matter

and antimatter – a puzzle!

• Already in 1956, M. Goldhaber noted the “baryon
asymmetry of the universe” (BAU)

[M. Goldhaber, “Speculations on Cosmogeny,”
Science 124 (1956) 218]

-

universe seems to contain lots of mass in the form of
baryons – protons and neutrons – but almost no
antimatter! How could this be consistent with the BB?

-

now generally believed BAU arose through CP violation
(discovered in 1964)

-

but, pre-1964, more plausible to postulate gravitational
repulsion between matter and antimatter –
“antigravity”!
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Am. J. Phys. 26 (1958) 358

.
.
.

[...]

[...]

[...]

• Note: Eqivalence Principle is fundamental to
General Relativity

‣ if it doesn’t apply to antimatter, at the very least, our
understanding of GR must be modified

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Baryon Asymmetry
o Big Bang produced exactly equal amounts of matter

and antimatter – a puzzle!

• Already in 1956, M. Goldhaber noted the baryon
asymmetry of the universe (BAU)

[M. Goldhaber, “Speculations on Cosmogeny,”
Science 124 (1956) 218]

-

universe seems to contain lots of mass in the form of
baryons – protons and neutrons – but almost no
antimatter! How could this be consistent with the BB?

-

now generally believed BAU arose through CP violation
(discovered in 1964)

-

but, pre-1964, more plausible to postulate gravitational
repulsion between matter and antimatter –
“antigravity”!
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The Nobel

Baryon Asymmetry

The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980

-

now generally believed BAU arose through CP violation
(discovered in 1964)
The Nobel Prize in Ph
The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980
James Cronin, Val Fitch

• But – where’s the needed CP violation?
-

CPV discovery [Cronin, Fitch, et al., PRL 13 (1964) 138]:
~10–3 asymmetry in decays of K0 vs K̄ 0 meson

‣
-

James Watson Cronin

allows distinguishing matter from antimatter
in an absolute sense (“annihilating an alien”)

James Watson Cronin

Val Logsdon Fitch

[photo credits:
Nobelprize.org]

The Nobel Prize in Physics

Photos: Copyright © The Nobel F

but too weak by orders of magnitude to
account for observed ~1-in-108 BAU

‣

the discovery of violations

To cite this page

MLA style: "The Nobel Prize in P

/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1

more CP violation to be discovered??

•

Val Logsdon Fitch
The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980 was awarded jointly

hot particle-physics topic (LHCb/Belle/LBNE...)
– but, so far, no experimental evidence for it

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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the discovery of violations of fundamental symmetry
1 of 2
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/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1980/>

CPV and Alien
Annihilation

• Imagine you’re an alien from another galaxy
approaching Earth in a spaceship.

• Is it safe to land or will you be annihilated on
contact???

• Just radio Earth and ask:

the decay of the long-lived neutral kaon, is
‣ “In
the more common lepton matter or antimatter?”

‣ If you agree with their answer, it’s safe to land!
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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The Nobel

Baryon Asymmetry

The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980

-

now generally believed BAU arose through CP violation
(discovered in 1964)
The Nobel Prize in Ph
The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980
James Cronin, Val Fitch

• But – where’s the needed CP violation?
-

CPV discovery [Cronin, Fitch, et al., PRL 13 (1964) 138]:
~10–3 asymmetry in decays of K0 vs K̄ 0 meson

‣
-

James Watson Cronin

allows distinguishing matter from antimatter
in an absolute sense (“annihilating an alien”)

James Watson Cronin

Val Logsdon Fitch

[photo credits:
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The Nobel Prize in Physics

but too weak by orders of magnitude to
account for observed ~1-in-108 BAU!

‣

the discovery of violations

Photos: Copyright © The Nobel F

To cite this page
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more CP violation to be discovered??

Val Logsdon Fitch

hot question: LHCb/Belle II/T2K/NOvA/DUNE…
– but, so far, no experimental evidence for it

The Nobel Prize in Physics 1980 was awarded jointly

the discovery of violations of fundamental symmetry
1 of 2
Photos: Copyright © The Nobel Foundation

LHCb
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But there’s more...

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Four Cosmological Puzzles

(at least)

1. Baryon asymmetry

• as we’ve seen, believed to be due to CPV, but insufficient CPV seen

Dark Matter?

experimentally to support this

2. Expansion of universe appears to be accelerating

http://www.astro.umd.edu/~ssm/mond/fit_compare.htm
vidence •for
DarktoMatter
from comprising
believed
be due tocomes
“dark energy,”
70% of total – but no
direct scales:
observational
to its
motion at large
notevidence
enoughasgravity
nature or existence
rom visible matter.

3. Galactic rotation curves and clusters

http://astroweb.case.edu/ssm/mond/
fit_compare.html

• suggest existence of large amounts of

“dark matter” (5 x normal matter)
– but dark matter particles yet to be found

4. Flatness and Horizon
problems
NASA

• Universe has same temperature in all directions

– but is
photons
just arriving from
opposite directions are from regions
Alternative
to modify
gravity:

that have not yet had time to communicate or equilibrate→“inflation”

Might thereDynamics
be a simpler(MOND).
explanation???
Modified Newtonian
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Antigravity?

• What if matter and antimatter repel gravitationally?
-

leads to universe with separated matter and antimatter regions,
and makes gravitational dipoles possible
BAU is local, not global
no need for new sources of CPV

-

repulsion changes the expansion rate of the universe
possible explanation for apparent
acceleration – without dark energy
all regions of early universe causally
connected

-

[A. Benoit-Lévy and G. Chardin, “Introducing the
Dirac-Milne universe,” Astron. & Astrophys. 537 (2012)
A78]

[D. Hajdukovic, “Quantum vacuum and virtual
gravitational dipoles: the solution to the dark energy
problem?,” Astrophys. Space Sci. 339 (2012) 1]

[A. Benoit-Lévy and G. Chardin, ibid.]

virtual gravitational dipoles can modify gravity at long distances
[L. Blanchet, “Gravitational polarization and the
phenomenology of MOND,” Class. Quant. Grav. 24,
3529 (2007);
L. Blanchet & A.L. Tiec, “Model of dark matter and dark
energy based on gravitational polarization,” PRD 78,
024031 (2008)]
16 /41
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possible explanation for rotation
curves – without dark matter
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Whitteborn & Fairbanks Expt
to address the question!
• First attemptWhitteborn
& Fairbanks Expt
intended to
• Famous experiment,
Famous experiment attempted

[F. C. Witteborn & W. M. Fairbank,
“Experimental Comparison of the
Gravitational Force on Freely
Falling Electrons and Metallic
Electrons,” Phys. Rev. Lett.
19,1049 (1967)]

measure gravitational force on positrons

•
•

to measure gravitational force
Started with
in copper drift
onelectrons
positrons.

tube; measured
maximum
timedrift
of flight
➢electrons
in copper
tube
➢measured
maximum
Managed only
to set an
upper TOF
limit:
Only
managed
to
set
a
limit
on
F < 0.09 mg electrical levitation?
electrons: F < 0.09mg

difficulty of a (never published)
• IndicatedNever
published (made?)
measurement with positrons

measurement with positrons

PRL 19,1049 (1967)

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Thomas Phillips

Next Attempt
• Los Alamos-led team proposed (1986) to measure

gravitational force on antiprotons at the CERN Low
Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR)

• Similar approach to Witteborn & Fairbank, but with
2000x greater m/q ratio

• Project ended inconclusively
‣ Generally taken as evidence that gravitational

measurements on charged antimatter are hopeless

➡ need to work with neutral antimatter
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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• Experimentally, still unknown even whether

antimatter falls up or down! Or whether g – g ̄ = 0 or ε

-

in principle a simple interferometric measurement
with slow antihydrogen beam [T. Phillips, Hyp. Int. 109 (1997) 357]:
Mask
grating

de Broglie
waves
interfere

H̅

!"=#

v ~ 103 m/s
e+

p̅

-

~1m

~1m

Time-of-Flight Detector

ft

Studying Antimatter Gravity

½ gt2 = 5???µm
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if g ̄ = – g, antigravity as discussed above
Thomas Phillips
Duke University
5
if g ̄ = g ± ε, need to modify theory
of gravity (scalar
+
vector + tensor), or add “5th force” to the known 4
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Studying Antimatter Gravity

But that’s not how anybody’s doing it!

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Studying Antimatter Gravity
NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS2025

NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS2025
a
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Figure 1 | The ALPHA antihydrogen trap and its magnetic-field configuration. a, A schematic view
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Shutting off the magnets, they then studied
whether more H̅ annihilate
on the top or on the bottom
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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efficient injection
of antiprotons into the positrons with
very to our previou
efficient injection of antiprotons into the positrons with very to our previous work

tendency for the anti-atoms to annihilate in the bottom half
(yo0) of the trap. This tendency is pronounced for anti-atoms
annihilating at later times. This is because, as shown in Fig. 3 and
in Table 1, the confining potential well associated with the
magnetic and gravitational forces in equation 1 is most skewed by

Studying Antimatter Gravity
inert.

–65 ≤ F ≤ 110 @ 90% C.L.
[ALPHA Collaboration, 2013]

• They propose improving
sensitivity to ∆F ~ 0.5

• May take another 5 years...?
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Figure 2 | Annihilation locations. The times and vertical (y) annihilation
locations (green dots) of 10,000 simulated antihydrogen atoms in the
decaying magnetic fields, as found by simulations of equation 1 with
F ¼ 100. Because F ¼ 100 in this simulation, there is a tendency for the antiatoms to annihilate in the bottom half (yo0) of the trap, as shown by the
black solid line, which plots the average annihilation locations binned in
1 ms intervals. The average was taken by simulating approximately
900,000 anti-atoms; the green points are the annihilation locations of a
sub-sample of these simulated anti-atoms. The blue dotted line includes the
effects of detector azimuthal smearing on the average; the smearing
reduces the effect of gravity observed in the data. The red circles are the
annihilation times and locations for 434 real anti-atoms, as measured by
our particle detector. Also shown (black dashed line) is the average
annihilation location for B840,000 simulated anti-atoms for F ¼ 1.
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NATURE
COMMUNICATIONS
| 4:1785 | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms2787
| www.nature.com/natur
[C. Amole
et al., “Description
and first application
of
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& 2013 Macmillan
Publishers L
a new technique to measure the gravitational
mass
of antihydrogen,” Nature Comm. 4 (2013) 1785]
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Studying Antimatter Gravity
• How else might it be done?
H̅ efforts in progress at CERN AD
• Many
(ALPHA, ATRAP, ASACUSA, AEgIS, GBAR)

•
•

-

too various to describe here...

All require antiprotons, so possible only at AD
BUT – another approach may also be feasible...

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Studying Antimatter Gravity
• Besides antihydrogen (and maybe positronium?),
only one other antimatter system conceivably
amenable to gravitational measurement:

• Muonium (M or Mu) –

hydrogenic atom with a positive (anti)muon
‣ areplacing
the proton
(an object of study for more than 50 years)

• Measuring muonium gravity – if feasible – could

be the first gravitational measurement of a lepton,
and of a 2nd-generation particle
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Muonium

• Much is known about muonium...
-

a purely leptonic atom,
discovered in 1960

[V. W. Hughes et al., “Formation of Muonium and Observation
of its Larmor Precession,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 5, 63 (1960)]
February 4, 2008

τM = τµ = 2.2 µs

-

readily produced when

µ+

14:21

Proceedings Trim Size: 9in x 6in

hughes˙mem˙KJ

2

stop in matter

2

2 P3/2
2

2 S1/2

F=1
558 MHz

chemically, almost identical to hydrogen

10922 MHz
1047 MHz

F=0

atomic spectroscopy well studied

F=1
187 MHz

22P1/2

λ= 244nm

F=2
F=1

74 MHz

F=0

2 455 THz
λ= 244nm

forms certain compounds (MuCl, NaMu,...)

F=1
2

1 S1/2

4463 MHz

F=0

“ideal testbed” for QED, the search for new forces,
precision measurement of muon properties, etc.

Figure 1. Energy levels of the hydrogen-like muonium atom for states with
quantum numbers n=1 and n=2. The indicated transitions could be induced t
microwave or laser spectroscopy. High accuracy has been achieved for the t
which involve the ground state. The atoms can be produced most eﬃciently f

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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charge and spin carrying constituents inside the proton are not k
suﬃcient accuracy.
25 /41 have shown for leptons no s
High energy scattering experiments
−18
down to dimensions of 10
m. They may therefore be considered
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Studying Muonium Gravity
arXiv:physics/0702143v1 [physics.atom-ph]

Testing Gravity with Muonium
K. Kirch∗
Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
(Dated: February 2, 2008)
Recently a new technique for the production of muon (µ+ ) and muonium (µ+ e− ) beams of unprecedented brightness has been proposed. As one consequence and using a highly stable MachZehnder type interferometer, a measurement of the gravitational acceleration ḡ of muonium atoms
at the few percent level of precision appears feasible within 100 days of running time. The inertial
mass of muonium is dominated by the mass of the positively charged - antimatter - muon. The
measurement of ḡ would be the first test of the gravitational interaction of antimatter, of a purely
2
leptonic system, and of particles of the second generation.
x

ent, then there would be no telling what exPACS numbers:
cs could follow.”
L ~ 1.4 cm
nium experiment appears feasible now beo recent inventions: (i) a new technique to
~ 43 mrad
t and
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• Adaptation of Phillips’ interferometry idea
to an antiatom with a 2.2 µs lifetime!

ent, then there would be no telling what excs could follow.”
nium experiment appears feasible now beo recent inventions: (i) a new technique to
t and compress a high intensity beam of posto reaccelerate the muons to 10 keV and foto a beam spot of 100 µm diameter or even
d (ii) a new technique to eﬃciently convert
o M atoms in superfluid helium at or below
ch they thermalize and from which they get
270 K perpendicular to the surface when they
cuum [15].
an existing surface muon beam of highest
input, see e.g. [16], it should be possible
n almost monochromatic beam of M atoms
0.5/270) with a velocity of about 6300 m/s
ng to 270 K or a wavelength
λ ≈ 5.6Å) and
!
onal divergence of ∆E/E ≈ 43 mrad at a
t 105 s−1 M atoms [15]. This is a many orders
e brighter beam than available up to now.
the approach of [5, 6, 8, 9] a Mach-Zehnder
ometer should be used in the muonium exhe principle with the source, the three gratmeter and the detection region is sketched
We assume here three identical gratings and
two for setting up the
interference
D. M.
Kaplan, IITpattern
nned by moving the third grating. The setup

Mu

v ~ 6300 m/s

L ~ 1.4 cm

x

2

~ 43 mrad

½ gt2 = ???
24 pm!

Θ
w<100 µm
d~100 nm

Source

Interferometer

Smaller than
an atom!

Detection

• “Same experiment” as Phillips proposed –
FIG. 1: Scheme of the experimental setup: the M beam comes
from the cryogenic µ+ beam target on the left hand side,
enters and partially traverses the interferometer and reaches
the detection region on the right hand side. The dimensions
are not to scale and the diﬀraction angle θ is in reality smaller
than the divergence.

only harder?!

• How might it be done?

ferometer. The gravitational phase shift to be observed
is (using the notation of [9])
Φg =

2π
g τ 2 ≈ 0.003.
d

(3)

This is rather small but still an order of magnitude larger
than the phaseAn#ma&er
shift dueGravity
to theSeminar
acceleration induced
by the rotation of the earth (Sagnac eﬀect: 4πτ 2 v/d ×
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Studying Muonium Gravity
• Part of the challenge is the Mu production
method:

-

want monoenergetic Mu so as to have uniform
flight time

-

otherwise the interference patterns of different
atoms would have differing relative phases, and
the signal could be washed out

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Monoenergetic Muonium?
• Proposal by D. Taqqu of Paul

Scherrer Institute (Switzerland):

[D. Taqqu, “Ultraslow Muonium for a Muon
beam of ultra high quality,” Phys. Procedia
17 (2011) 216]

-

stop slow muons in µm-thick layer of
superfluid He (SFHe)

-

chemical potential of hydrogen in SFHe will
eject Mu atoms at 6,300 m/s, perpendicular to
SFHe surface

o

makes ~ “monochromatic” beam (in the beamphysics jargon):
∆E/E ≈ 0.2%

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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ing another length L each, for distances of the
the detector to the nearest interferometer grat
in 4 decay
Decay
and transmission
Figure' 1:' ' Principle! of! Mach! Zehnder! three2grating! atom! interferometer.!
! The! de!lenghts.
Broglie! waves! due!
to! each!
incident!atom!all!contribute!to!the!same!interference!pattern!over!a!range!of!incident!beam!angles!and!positions.!!
three
ratio
gratings reduces the ini
Each! diffraction! grating! is! a! 50%! open! structure! with! a! slit! pitch!
of! 100!50%
nm.! ! The!open
assumed! grating!
separation!
corresponds!to!one!muon!lifetime.!
−3
−1
by
a
factor
2
×
10
,
yielding
N
=
200
s
d
0
!
!
Because only the indicated first order diﬀract
the desired
Cryostat information but essentially all tran
1.4
“ship in apattern
bottle!”
are detected, theAinterference
has a re
cm
trast of somewhat below 4/9. Assuming a
Sensitivity
estimate
M detector
Mu
C
=
0.3
and
using
eqn.
(3)
of [9] yields the
Mu
@ 100 kHz:
sensitivity of the experiment:

Muonium Gravity Experiment
• One can then imagine the following apparatus:
SFHe

(Not to scale)

Incoming
surface-muon
beam

1
d 1
S = √
C N0 2π τ 2
!
≈ 0.3 g per #days

• Well known property of SFHe to coat surface
!

Figure' 2:' ' Concept!sketch!of!muonium!interferometer!setup!(many!details!omitted).!!A!≈micron2thick!layer!of!
SFHe!(possibly!with!a!small!3He!admixture)!stops!the!muon!beam!and!forms!muonium!(M)!which!exits!vertically!
and!is!reflected!into!the!horizontal!off!of!the!thin!SFHe!film!coating!the!cryostat!interior.'

which means that the sign of ḡ is fixed after o
3% accuracy can be achieved after 100 days o
With the quite satisfactory statistics, the n
tant issues are the alignment and stability o

of its container

•

!
45°
section of cryostat thus serves as
reflector to turn vertical Mu beam emerging
from SFHe surface into the horizontal
3
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ing another length L each, for distances of the
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to! each!
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of! 100!50%
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assumed! grating!
separation!
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by
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factor
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×
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yielding
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=
200
s
d
0
!
!
Because only the indicated first order diﬀract
the desired
Cryostat information but essentially all tran
1.4
“ship in apattern
bottle!”
are detected, theAinterference
has a re
cm
trast of somewhat below 4/9. Assuming a
Sensitivity
estimate
M detector
Mu
C
=
0.3
and
using
eqn.
(3)
of [9] yields the
Mu
@ 100 kHz:
sensitivity of the experiment:

Muonium Gravity Experiment
• One can then imagine the following apparatus:
SFHe

(Not to scale)

Incoming
surface-muon
beam

1
d 1
S = √
C N0 2π τ 2
!
≈ 0.3 g per #days
!

where
which means that the sign of ḡ is fixed after o
C = 0.3 (est. contrast)
3% accuracy can be achieved after 100 days o
0 = # of events
With the quiteNsatisfactory
statistics, the n
d =alignment
100 nm (grating
pitch)o
tant issues are the
and stability
τ = M lifetime

Figure' 2:' ' Concept!sketch!of!muonium!interferometer!setup!(many!details!omitted).!!A!≈micron2thick!layer!of!
SFHe!(possibly!with!a!small!3He!admixture)!stops!the!muon!beam!and!forms!muonium!(M)!which!exits!vertically!
and!is!reflected!into!the!horizontal!off!of!the!thin!SFHe!film!coating!the!cryostat!interior.'

!
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Focusing a Beam of Ultracold Spin-Polarized Hydrogen
Atoms with a Helium-Film-Coated
Quasiparabolic Mirror
U. G. Luppov
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We formed the first "atomic-optics" beam of electron-spin-polarized
hydrogen atoms using a quasifilm of superAuid
He. The
parabolic polished copper mirror coated with a hydrogen-atom-reflecting
mirror was located in the gradient of an 8-T solenoidal magnetic Beld and mounted on an ultracold
cell at 350 mK. After the focusing by the mirror surface, the beam was again focused with a sextupole
magnet. The mirror, which was especially designed for operation in the magnetic field gradient of
of about 7.5.
beam intensity
our solenoid, increased
the focused
VOLUME
15 by a factor PHYSICAL
REVIEW LETTERS
71, NUMBER

• SFHe H mirror an established technique

PACS numbers:

29.25.pj, 34.30.+n, 67.70.+n
Teflon
tubing

Teflon —coated
copper nozzle

Instrumentation
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25

of

wards
our goal of 10i7 H s
Baf
require
Many high energy spin physics experiments
Heat
The Michigan prototype jet [2] using the noa high intensity spin-polarized atomic hydrogen source,
microwave-extraction method [6] is shown in Fig. 1. The
which is either accelerated as a high energy polarized proH Beam
1.5
atomic hydrogen was produced in a room temperature rf
ton beam, or used as a polarized internal target placed in
dissociator and guided to an ultracold stabilization cell
a stored high energy beam [1]. We are developing an ul1.0
tube with a Tefion-coated
a Teflon Polished
through3He/4H,
copper nozzle
proton-spin-polarized
tracold high density jet target [2] of
Braid
KAAMAAAA%
He
42 NEPTUN-A
K
K. The double walls of the cell formed
held at mixture
about 20surface
hydrogen atoms for the experiments
[3] and
the horizontal mixing chamber of the0.5dilution refrigeraNEPTUN [4] at the 400 GeV to 3 TeV UNK proton ac30
0
celerator in Protvino, Russia. This relatively new ultra- (mm) tor; its cooling power was about 20 mW at 300 mK. A
the outbafne near the cell's exit aperture thermalized
0.0
cold method uses a cell coated with superfIuid 4He and
0
FIG.
2. Schematic diagram of
the atoms.
stabilization
cell entrance
and
and exit apertures were
The cell's
electron-spin-polarized
a high magnetic field to produce
going
mirror. The
shown.at 95'Fo and 65% of the central field
nozzle is also
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recombination copper respectively
andTeAon-coated
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Muonium Gravity Experiment
Figure' 1:' ' Principle! of! Mach! Zehnder! three2grating! atom! interferometer.! ! The! de! Broglie! waves! due! to! each!
incident!atom!all!contribute!to!the!same!interference!pattern!over!a!range!of!incident!beam!angles!and!positions.!!
Each! diffraction! grating! is! a! 50%! open! structure! with! a! slit! pitch! of! 100! nm.! ! The! assumed! grating! separation!
corresponds!to!one!muon!lifetime.!

• Some important questions:
!
!

Cryostat

1.4
cm

A “ship in a bottle!”

M detector

Mu

SFHe
Incoming
surface-muon
beam

(Not to scale)
!

1. Can sufficiently precise diffraction gratings be fabricated?
Figure' 2:' ' Concept!sketch!of!muonium!interferometer!setup!(many!details!omitted).!!A!≈micron2thick!layer!of!
SFHe!(possibly!with!a!small!3He!admixture)!stops!the!muon!beam!and!forms!muonium!(M)!which!exits!vertically!
and!is!reflected!into!the!horizontal!off!of!the!thin!SFHe!film!coating!the!cryostat!interior.'

2. Can interferometer and detector be aligned to a few pm
and stabilized against vibration?
be operated at cryogenic
3. !Can interferometer and detector
3
temperature?
4. How determine zero-degree line?
5. Does Taqqu’s scheme work?
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Outline
• Dramatis Personae
• A Bit of History
-

antimatter, the baryon asymmetry of the
universe, and all that...

• The Ideas, The Issues, The Opportunities
• Muonium Gravity Experiment
➡ • Required R&D
• Conclusions
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Answering the Questions:
1. Can sufficiently precise diffraction gratings be fabricated?

-

our collaborator, D. Mancini, ex-ANL Center for Nanoscale
Materials (CNM) director, thinks so – fabrication proposal
approved at CNM (in progress with undergrad teams)

2. Can interferometer and detector be aligned to a few pm
and stabilized against vibration?

-

R&D ongoing, looks OK (LIGO does better than we need)

3. Can interferometer and detector be operated at cryogenic
temperature?

-

needs R&D; work at IPN Orsay implies at least piezos OK

4. How determine zero-degree line?

-

use cotemporal x-ray beam (Mu detector can detect x-rays)

5. Does Taqqu’s scheme work?

-

needs R&D; PSI working on it with our collaborator T. Phillips

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Interferometer Alignment
mirror

• Simplified concept: 2 Michelson
interferometers per grating

-

!
!

Cryo

send laser beams in through cryostat lid
o

-

Figure' 1:' ' Principle! of! Mach! Zehnder! three2grating! atom! interferometer.! ! Th
beam
incident!atom!all!contribute!to!the!same!interference!pattern!over!a!range!of!in
splitter
Each! diffraction! grating! is! a! 50%!
open! structure! with! a! slit! pitch!
of! 100! nm.!
photocorresponds!to!one!muon!lifetime.!
laser
detector

Mu/x-ray
detector

keeps instrumentation & heat external
to cryostat & Mu detection path open

“natural” sensitivity ~ λ/2 ~ 600 nm; need ~ 3 pm
10–5 enhancement
Incoming
surface-muon
beam

o
o

SFHe

(Not to scale

Figure' 2:' ' Concept!sketch!of!muonium!interferometer!setup!(many!details!om
SFHe!(possibly!with!a!small!3He!admixture)!stops!the!muon!beam!and!forms!m
and!is!reflected!into!the!horizontal!off!of!the!thin!SFHe!film!coating!the!cryostat

enhance by sitting at a zero of the intensity, using
heterodyne detection etc. → Laser Tracking Frequency Gauge
still some details to work out! !

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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[R. Thapa et al., “Subpicometer length
measurement using semiconductor
3
laser tracking frequency
gauge,”
Opt. Lett. 36, 3759 (2011)]
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Interferometer Alignment
• Simplified concept: 2 Michelson
interferometers per grating

-
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!
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send laser beams in through cryostat lid
o
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mirror

Mu/x-ray
detector

keeps instrumentation & heat external
to cryostat & Mu detection path open

“natural” sensitivity ~ λ/2 ~ 600 nm; need ~ 3 pm
10–5 enhancement
Incoming
surface-muon
beam

o
o

SFHe

(Not to scale

Figure' 2:' ' Concept!sketch!of!muonium!interferometer!setup!(many!details!om
SFHe!(possibly!with!a!small!3He!admixture)!stops!the!muon!beam!and!forms!m
and!is!reflected!into!the!horizontal!off!of!the!thin!SFHe!film!coating!the!cryostat

enhance by sitting at a zero of the intensity, using
heterodyne detection etc. → Laser Tracking Frequency Gauge
still some details to work out!

D. M. Kaplan, IIT

[R. Thapa et al., “Subpicometer length
measurement using semiconductor
more
3
!
laser
tracking
frequency
gauge,”
miniaturized
Opt. Lett. 36, 3759 (2011)]
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Additional Considerations
• What’s the optimal muonium pathlength?
-

say muonium interferometer baseline doubled:
costs e–2 = 1/7.4 in event rate, but gains x 4 in deflection

-

‣

a net win by 4 e–1 ≈ 1.5

→ Statistically optimal

tripling → only x1.2 improvement – diminishing returns

‣ but 9x bigger signal

easier calibration, alignment,

& stabilization

• Need simulation study to identify optimum,

taking all effects into account – gearing up for it
(with undergrad teams)
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Additional Considerations
• Alternate solutions:
-

different M production scheme?
o

thick-film SFHe production

→ x100 or more higher rate!
o

proposed for R&D @ PSI along with thin-film
scheme

D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Conclusions

•
•

Antigravity hypothesis might neatly solve several
vexing problems in physics and cosmology

-

or ḡ = g ± ε may point the way to a deeper theory

In principle, testable with antihydrogen or
muonium

-

if possible, both should be measured

measurement of muonium gravity would be
➡ First
a milestone!

•

But first must determine feasibility
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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Final Remarks
• These measurements are a required

homework assignment from Mother Nature!

• Whether ḡ = – g or not, if successfully carried
out, the results will certainly appear in future
textbooks.
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Do we need to test the POE?
• Many argue not – Eötvös/Eöt-Wash, earth-moon-sun
system,…“set limits O(10–[7–9])”*

•

But these arguments all rest on untested assumptions –
e.g. [Alves, Jankowiak, Saraswat, arXiv:0907.4110v1]
“We then make the assumption that any deviation of gH from gH̅ would
manifest itself as a violation of the equivalence principle in these forms
of energy† at the same level.”

•

Aren’t such assumptions worth testing???

‣
‣

especially when doing so costs ⋘ LHC?
and so much is potentially at stake?

* in any case, these don’t apply to muons
D. M. Kaplan, IIT
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†

i.e., fermion loops and sea antiquarks
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